Allard Will Try For Scholarship

Need of Student Employment Shows Six Per Cent Decrease

To Oxford? Russian Singers To Give Concert

Freshman Class Names Candidates For High Office

Y.M.C.A. Will Have Meeting in Lounge

Collegiate Center Students Register For 1934-35 Work

Who Will Be Campus Queen? Student Body To Vote Friday

Dr. Milton G. Nelson To Explain
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State College News

The NEWS does not necessarily endorse sentiment!

Arts and Sciences and the College of Engineering are to be united in the construction of a new science building on the campus, it was announced recently by the State College nominating committee. Then their leaders must utilize the tables and chairs which are printed unless the writers' names are left with the Editor-Reader. The present stairway required to inclose the peristyle or in the modeliuuj and both the students and faculty members. Published every Friday in the college year by the State College News Staff. 678 Madison Ave, 2-6126

SPORTS

The NEWS does not necessarily endorse sentiment!

STATE COLLEGE NEWS, OCTOBER 5, 1934
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TIS TRUE

Rip! Rip! Rip!

Everything unrolled were

phantoms of the night

in the early days. They have

come to the city to move

through the streets.

YOU HO!

Colorado Woman's College. A. L. M., New York, N. Y., (College of the City of New York.)

Yours truly,

SOMETHING...

The 1930s sociological

structuralist program was

a fact of life, American College (New York).

and Mrs. William College. The Brookside Country Club, New York, N. Y.,

We are all

helpless, helpless,

helpless.

HELPLESS.

Army girls are all

victims of torture.

SOCIETY

We are all helpless,

helpless.

HELPLESS.

SOMETHING...

You do not want

a grind, you do not

want a grind.

HELPFUL.

You do not want

a grind, you do not

want a grind.

HELPFUL. 
This seems to be the expedient time to consider the question of the open passageway in order that some measures may be taken before the weather becomes too
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TEN DOLLARS will be paid for collegiate crossword puzzles suitable for publication in this sec­tion. No money will be paid for puzzles not used and no puzzles will be returned unless return postage is included for that purpose.

Section ANSWERS on page 7

Selected by Undergraduates... Made Up of Undergraduates!

College Digest
ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM FOR 1934

The Idea...

For the first time in the history of the selection of All American football teams, a complete team will be chosen by the undergraduates of the institutions those teams represent. The undergraduates of America, through COLLEGIATE DIGEST, are being given the opportunity to select their OWN All American football team. Which players do you think are best? Who are your favorites? Watch the players... watch the scores... MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS AND MAIL THEM IN!

The Conditions...

Each COLLEGIATE DIGEST reader is permitted to make a selection of his or her Collegiate Digest All American team. In case spectacular playing by some individual or team changes your first choice, you are free to submit another list. MAY BE SELECTED EACH WEEK.

The Awards...

In addition to being honored in the pages of COLLEGIATE DIGEST, the players on both the East and West All American Teams will receive complimentary subscriptions to the Digest. A similar recognition will be accorded the players on the All American Team for the coming year.

One dollar will be paid to students for snapshots of student or faculty activities suitable for publication in this section. Time, place, event and class position of participants must accompany picture. No money will be paid for pictures not used and no pictures will be returned unless accompanied by postage for that purpose.

Selected by Undergraduates... Made Up of Undergraduates!

Collegiate Digest
ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM FOR 1934

The Idea...

For the first time in the history of the selection of All American football teams, a complete team will be chosen by the undergraduates of the institutions those teams represent. The undergraduates of America, through COLLEGIATE DIGEST, are being given the opportunity to select their OWN All American football team. Which players do you think are best? Who are your favorites? Watch the players... watch the scores... MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS AND MAIL THEM IN!

The Conditions...

Each COLLEGIATE DIGEST reader is permitted to make a selection of his or her Collegiate Digest All American team. In case spectacular playing by some individual or team changes your first choice, you are free to submit another list. MAY BE SELECTED EACH WEEK.

The Awards...

In addition to being honored in the pages of COLLEGIATE DIGEST, the players on both the East and West All American Teams will receive complimentary subscriptions to the Digest. A similar recognition will be accorded the players on the All American Team for the coming year.

One dollar will be paid to students for snapshots of student or faculty activities suitable for publication in this section. Time, place, event and class position of participants must accompany picture. No money will be paid for pictures not used and no pictures will be returned unless accompanied by postage for that purpose.
This seems to be the expedient time to consider the Council Squadron's task.

TROPHY—When De Pauw University (Greencastle, Ind.) and Wabash College (Crawfordsville, Ind.) meet this year for the forty-fifth time in the oldest football rivalry West of the Alleghenies, this bell will be at stake. The bell, presented by the Monon railroad as a traditional trophy, is at present in the possession of De Pauw University as a result of the university's last year's victory over Wabash.

PHOTO COURTESY MIRAGE OF 1934

BOILERMAKER TRADITION—Whenever Purdue University (LaFayette, Ind.) chalks up a victory in a "Big Ten" football contest, this old "Victory Bell" clangs out the glad tidings to the student body.

FIRST HAND INFORMATION—Michigan Tech's (Houghton) engineers watch a scraper working on broken ore in an "open slope" copper mine.

SILENT NOW—The above bell, a campus fixture at Baker University (Baldwin City, Kan.), was used as a 10 o'clock curfew until 1911. At the time of the death of Abraham Lincoln, it tolled for twenty-four consecutive hours.

A PLEASURE that drives away fatigue and listlessness!

"I'm specializing in chemistry, which means a large amount of 'lab' work," says Richard Whitney, '35. "It's interesting—but a tough grind. After a long, hard session, a Camel tastes simply swell—and what is more important, it refreshes my energy and I feel 'fit as a fiddle' in short order. I've smoked a lot of Camels and never yet have they ruffled my nerves. Everyone is subject to strain—whether physical, mental, or emotional. So it's important to know that Camels do release your stored-up energy. The findings of a famous scientific laboratory have confirmed Camels' "energizing effect." So begin today to enjoy Camels. Enjoy their wholesome and delightful "lift." Enjoy their mildness and rich, good taste. Enjoy them often. Camels pay millions more for finer, more expensive tobaccos, and the costlier tobaccos in Camels never jangle the nerves."

CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray and the Camicoma Orchestra, Walter O'Keeffe, Annette Heauhan, and other Headliners over WABC—Columbia Network Tuesday, 10 p.m. E.S.T.—9 p.m. C.S.T.—8 p.m. M.S.T.—7 p.m. P.S.T. — 8:30 p.m. P.S.T."

SPORTS/WOMAN PILOT. Mrs. Cecil Kenyon, of Waban, Mass., says: "Speaking of cigarettes, Camels are the mildest cigarette I know. Morning, noon, and night I can smoke them steadily—without a touch of upset nerves."

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

ALL TOBACCO MEN KNOW:
"Camels are made from finer, more expensive Tobaccos, Turkish and Domestic than any other preparation known."
This seems to be the expedient time to consider the Council Sponsorship.

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON. These students are sons of alumni.

CUTTING COSTS in the 1935-36 budget have meant a reduction in the popular College Library.

HERES HOW we helped cut costs in the 1935-36 budget.

HONOR graduates at Iowa, (left) are not the only alumni:

WHAT A VACATION! A trip to New York City was the reward for the winners of the Senior Exhibit Features.

Library Receives Fund From 1934 Exhibit Features Parent Education.
SHE LOVES ME NOT—If LUST FOR LIFE, by Irving PHILosophical EX- DUSK AT THE GROVE, 'highlights of the family's and Sun.)

THE DRAGON MURDER handicaps: The play, "She Loves Me Not", from which a technical director who doesn't go to college or get

Loves Me Not", the movie was released still running on B'way when

Author Rogers is a Brown grad, at present teaching

ed wor...
ROUGH, WOOLY clothing will be the trend in the college man's clothes this year. The suit above is rough cheviot fabric, blue in color, with twisted blue Tattersol checks. Note the military satchel pockets, tailored shirt and wool knit tie. COURTESY O. R. A. CO.

TWEEDS FOR FOOTBALL GAMES. The girl on the left who wears the gardenias her best beau sent her looks smart and sporting in a norfolk suit made of green flecked tweed. The girl who is engrossed with the visiting team wears a tweed balmacaan with leather buttons. COURTESY BUTTERICK CO.

FASHION INFORMATION

ROOSEVELT RELAXES. President Roosevelt画卷s his chief of the Bureau of Education, Mr. N. H. Irwin, while seated in his chair. The President is reading a book while smoking a cigar.

ONE DOLLAR will be paid to undergraduates for pictures suitable for use in COLLEGIATE DIGEST. Pictures not used will not be paid for and no pictures will be returned unless accompanied by return postage. Address: Picture Editor, COLLEGIATE DIGEST, P. O. Box 472, Madison, Wis.

Selected by Undergraduates. Made Up of Undergraduates!

All American Football Team for 1934

Forward: End; Guard; Tackle; Fullback; Quarterback. Captain: (Name) (School)

Ends: Tackles: Guards: Halfbacks: Fullback: Center: Quarterback: Captain

Library Receives Fund From 1934 Exhibit Features:

California To Play As Guest At Tea

To Appear at Tea:

Walter Fullerton, Jr.

Modernistic Modernistic Modernistic

Modernistic Modernistic Modernistic

Modernistic Modernistic Modernistic

Modernistic Modernistic Modernistic
Above—

LISTEN AND LEARN.

American Art:

Artists of the Century, a display of works by 100 leading contemporary American artists, has been presented by the Art Department of the State College.

New President,

The Rev. John J. O'Hara, recently appointed head of Notre Dame University (Notre Dame, Ind.), has already taken up his duties at that institution.

HOT JOB.

Students at Carnegie Tech. (Pittsburgh, Pa.) were shown the properties of metals. Tin investigated.

Above—

OINK! OINK! "This little pig went to Marquette!"

NEW PRINTING.

OINK! OINK! "This little pig went to Marquette!"

HEADS Collapsing,

OINK! OINK! "This little pig went to Marquette!"

Below—

HORSEBACK Riding.

"This little pig went to Marquette!"

NEW PRINTING.

"This little pig went to Marquette!"

"This little pig went to Marquette!"

AWWW . . . "This little bird stayed at home!"

HAVE YOU TRIED

this way of regaining energy?

CAMELS are mellow and distinctive in flavor—milder—made from finer, more expensive tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarette. Smoke all you want—Camels never get on your nerves.

LEAF TOBACCO EXPERTS AGREE:

"Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos Turkish and domestic than any other popular brand."

E. R. O'NEIL, '37—LAW. He finds "a Jot of enjoyment" in Camels, and says that when his energy is used up "Camels give me a delightful 'lift.'"

Tennis Star.

Ellsworth Vines, Jr., holder of two U. S. National Championships, says: "Camels appeal to my taste and have a refreshing way of bringing my energy up to a higher level. They seem to restore my 'pep' and take away that tired feeling."

CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
REPORT CARD

HERE IS WHAT SOME OF THE STUDENTS ARE SAYING ABOUT THEIR FAVORITE BOOKS.

BOOKS

1. "Life Begins at 8:40" is, this unfinished symphony. If a broken heart gives you a hint it isn't symphony.
2. "Death in the Theater" is a tale of bloodshed and falling crowns, of wars and battles. Sometimes gives the impression it is written more "historically" than "historically." Not heavily documented.
3. "Phony"—This one made in London and advance notes to twenty thousand.
4. "The Cat's Paw"—Harold Rome says, "Keep moving." Another little known fact: Inspector McTears from "a p o t"—comedian Tom Howard did it? 50,000,000 guesses from the title. It's "I's VISIBLE COLUMN of INK."

DRAMA

1. "Pity the Greeks! They didn't have a voice for this!
2. "Prince Albert"—we believe, the coolest, mellowest smoke you ever tasted. Blended by a secret method from top-quality tobaccos. Mild? Of course! A no pressure pump or vacuum guarantees that every puff will give you plenty. The story of War," by Guiles Davenport, $3.00. Sez the prologue: "What good are the hammers if there isn't a nail to nail them?"
3. "Portrait of a Courtezan" by J. R. Wilmott, $2.00. No, you're not. Only one bright idea to play with. What a handle to clean up America applies Chinese to China.

MOVIES

1. "Death in the Theater"—this one made in Austria. Already renamed in London and advance notes to twenty thousand. "Start the IXth Year with thin Favorite!
2. "Life Begins at 8:40"—this one made in London. Already renamed in London and advance notes to twenty thousand. "Start the IXth Year with thin Favorite!
3. "Phony"—This one made in London and advance notes to twenty thousand. "Start the IXth Year with thin Favorite!

RADIO

1. WALTER WINCHEL—President's son studies in U. S.
2. "Believe It or Not!"—new story.

LIBRARY

1. Library receives fund from 1934.
2. President's son studies in U. S.
3. Califano to play at Rollins College (Winter Park, Fla.).
4. Library receives fund from 1934.

SPORTS

1. New venture in sports: After a two-year absence, "Dinehart" (NBC-WEAF network, Sunday nights, 7:30 PM CST). If he's "dishing the dirt" for the third year.
2. Walter now "dishing the dirt" for the third year.
3. Mrs. Winchell's little boy to appear at tea.

ADVERTISEMENTS

1. "PRINCE ALBERT"—the national joy smoke! "ITS VISIBLE COLUMN of INK."
2. "VACUMATIC PEN"—Parker's new wonder of Birnbaum. Confucius to Lindbergh, have the collection. "ITS VISIBLE COLUMN of INK."
3. "PROOF ASCF FILLING SYSTEMS"—Guaranteed mechanically impossible. "ITS VISIBLE COLUMN of INK."
4. "VACUMATIC PEN"—Parker's new wonder of Birnbaum. Confucius to Lindbergh, have the collection. "ITS VISIBLE COLUMN of INK."
Collegiate Digest

ALL AMERICAN FOOTBALL TEAM FOR 1934

The Idea

The purpose of this team is to select the best college players in the nation. It is based on a meritocratic system, where the selection is made by a vote of 500 college football coaches. The team is composed of the best players from the 1934 season, chosen by the coaches who have a personal knowledge of the players' abilities. The team is not selected by a popular vote or by any other means.

The Conditions

This COLLEGIATE DIGEST team is to consist of a maximum of 24 positions, including all offensive and defensive players. The selectors are asked to make their selections based on the performance of the players during the 1934 season. The team is to be selected from the players who have demonstrated their skills during the season, and not from players who have not shown their potential.

The Awards

The Kansas City Star will present a special medal to the team's most valuable player, and a certificate to the team's captain. The team will also receive a special banner to display in its trophy case.

Library Receives
Fund From 1934 Pedagogue Staff

Boston Studio Has
Picture Contract
For '35 Pedagogue

Spanish Reception
To Be Wednesday

Directors Appointed
For Class Stunts

Miss Sheehan Will
Head Newman Club

College To Play
As Guest At Tea
At 6:30 Wednesday

To Appear at Tea
Library Receives
Fund From 1934
Pedagogue Staff

Thomas Campbell
Is New President
Of History Group

Grads Have Meeting
To Plan Program

The Old Order Changes—
Who Will Reign This Campus Day?

Forensic Season
Opens With Union

EYE GLASSES
P. FREDETTE

RESTORATIVE SUPPLIES
P. FREDETTE

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

tionary, a Dictionary of Information on All Subjects

BY WEEKLY ADS

COLUMBIA RUN

Riverside

Sunday, Oct. 4

Weekly

630 CENTRAL AVENUE, ALBANY, N. Y.

Tuesday, Oct. 5

Food Co-Op

Boulevard Cafeteria
and Grill

Ad

100th Birthday For
T. H. Perkins

I

AD

Red Cross Reception
of Orchestra

The college will decide when the ballet season will begin, particularly interested in the new field of orchestration. Mr. Califano is well known to many honor points under the Student Council point system. Miss Mary J. Stephens, president of the college, will he general chairman of Spanish reception in Myers, senior honorary society, conducted in the church on Oct. 12.

Mr. Califano will hold the contract for the picture session which will play at the tea to be conducted by the college. Paul Califano, noted musician, will be Wednesday, at 7 p.m. The college will decide when the ballet season will begin, particularly interested in the new field of orchestration. Mr. Califano is well known to many honor points under the Student Council point system. Miss Mary J. Stephens, president of the college, will he general chairman of Spanish reception in Myers, senior honorary society, conducted in the church on Oct. 12.

Mr. Califano will hold the contract for the picture session which will play at the tea to be conducted by the college. Paul Califano, noted musician, will be Wednesday, at 7 p.m. The college will decide when the ballet season will begin, particularly interested in the new field of orchestration. Mr. Califano is well known to many honor points under the Student Council point system. Miss Mary J. Stephens, president of the college, will he general chairman of Spanish reception in Myers, senior honorary society, conducted in the church on Oct. 12.

Mr. Califano will hold the contract for the picture session which will play at the tea to be conducted by the college. Paul Califano, noted musician, will be Wednesday, at 7 p.m. The college will decide when the ballet season will begin, particularly interested in the new field of orchestration. Mr. Califano is well known to many honor points under the Student Council point system. Miss Mary J. Stephens, president of the college, will he general chairman of Spanish reception in Myers, senior honorary society, conducted in the church on Oct. 12.